„Viele Menschen ahnen nicht,
was sich alles hinter Alzheimer
verbirgt. Demenz betrifft nicht nur
das Gehirn ...“
Anina Toskani

Anina Toskani
writes since her childhood.

Born in Cologne, Germany, the author and musicologist
put her name on the map of Opera Singing, writing books
about Belcanto Technique. During the years of nursing her
mother without help, she enters a serious life crisis. That
causes her to reflect herself getting deeper insights about
her soul. Her Book – “Braco, Little Brother, Great Angel” tells the reader about Alzheimer Demons, Braco’s magic
Gaze, burnout, couchsurfing, healers, a Guru, Fascination,
Hypnosis, Jesus Christ, Father Pio and the laughter of the
Holy Spirit, in an electrifying style.
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"Many people never understand
that Alzheimers‘ Dementia
affects not only the brain, but the soul!"
Anina Toskani

Angels‘ Rescue from
Alzheimers‘ Demons

Can Alzheimer's Demons be silenced with one
simple Gaze?
Anina Toskani tells in "Braco-little Brother, Great Angel” one story that
has it all. Everything begins when she takes her depressed mother to
Munich, not realizing that she has Alzheimer’s Disease. Before his death
she promised her father that she would take care of her mother Deli.
And she would really like to spoil her while she is going through her old
age. First she does not know that Queen Mum Deli was already sitting
on her old green couch for years, listening inside, far away from the rest
of the world. Demonic voices were whispering into her ear, that she had
to die and she should kill herself. Alzheimer demons, hungry for more
negative emotion, torture not only Deli herself, but wait for every occasion to attack her daughter. Exhausted from her nursering tasks with
Deli, she is at the verge of despair. Mischiefs and bad accidents start to
happen. Toskani’s war against the demons turns out to be a survival
fight for her own life: Burnout, daily loss of weight, lung disease, loss
of her voice, her job and her partner, who marries in Thailand, just happen one after the other. In the end her sports car is damaged totally by
an accident on the highway travelling to the hospital where Queen Mum
Deli is lying on her deathbed.
Nevertheless there are bright spots and moments of bliss coming with
divine encounters. Intuitive painting helps Toskani find the way back to
inner silence and meditation. Braco’s magic gaze supports her and Deli
with inner light and inspires her to take Queen Mum Deli with her to Zagreb for a visit to Srebrnjak 1. She does not accept Deli’s obsession to die
although she is living at that time in social desert having no contacts or
friends anymore. When Deli has entered a nursery home, they share blissful heart touching moments. Queen Mum Deli seems never to lose her
Rhenanian humour no matter what. Heaven seems to support both from
that moment on and she meets Jesus Christ in person and finds Father
Pio’s support with his rosary.

day. Her spiritual seeking brings her into
contact with extraordinary healers and Holy
Saints. That way she experiences how many
more dimensions the soul has than are
known in our academic medicine schools.
Finally, she succeeds in making the demons
flee. Whenever she is about to lose her
grounding, couchsurfers, city trips and hostel visits bring her back to a youthful life.
That’s her survival.
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What Role does Braco’s Gaze
play in this Book?
Braco’s gaze is the most important support
mother and daughter have during those years of fight with the Alzheimer’s attacks. His fascinating gaze opens a door for the author to other
worlds. Without Braco, she would have lost her fight against Deli’s Alzheimer demons and their constant war against her.

What does this Book bring for the Reader?
This extraordinary story reads like a criminal one, but also touches hearts
to tears. People feel the shock and are concerned about the story, but in
the end consolation is there with Braco’s gaze and the intimate details
about the experiences of the author. Supernatural presence and Holy
laughter play an important part. The author reports her intimate experiences and analyzes them from the view of
her knowledge about hypnosis, fascination,
Mesmerism and the Indian Shaktipad Tradition. She finds the connection between an
emotional disease and what Eckhart Tolle
describes about the behaviour of a human
“pain body”. That is why the roots and causes
What can Relatives do, even though Experts have of the Alzheimer’s Disease can be seen in a
given up?
totally new light. A new understanding beRelentlessly sincere, the author reports the pitfalls of her mothers’ Alz- comes possible then for all who care for
heimer’s disease and how she tries whatever she can to fight against her their beloved family members. The reader
mental and physical deterioration. What can they do if even the ambulant who is curious enough to know more about
nursery service, the doctor, the clinic and the psychiatrist do not have this unusual story, can read soon the autoanswers for them? Some good advice is needed! Alzheimer’s dementia biographic novel under the Title – “The End
In Kürze erhältlich
is a threat for all who get in touch with the phenomenon of unpredictable of my Song”.
aggression. Only with Braco’s magic gaze, they regain energy and relief.
So Toskani is able to concentrate on the most needed things from day to

